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BOOK REVIEW

Centennial Medal

H£LP! The Quick Guide 10
Firs! Aid for Your Dog by Michelle
Bamberger, D.V.M. (Howell Book
Hol1se- Mllr.Millan Publishing
Company.
York, NY

866 Third Ave., New
10022. Paperback $9.00).

This is a book for dog owners
who want 1-o know the basics of
emergency treatment and how to rec
ognize and handle emergencies unlil
a veterinarian can be reached.
An excellent chapter covers
how to recognize emergencies and
what to do about them. Subjects cov
ered include anaphylactic shock,
birthing problems. bites and stings.
burns. bloat, diabetic emergencies,
poisoning. urinary tract blockage,
vomiting and diarrhea.
A chapter on What to Do First:
Basic Life Saving Techniques covers
Triage which is 1he art of determin
ing 1he problems and sorting them
according to severity. No breathing
and/or no pulse are at the top of the
list. Restraining, transporting and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
are described. Signs of shock are
listed- 1his requires immediate auen
rion.
There is a chapter on wound
care and bandaging, including how to
make an Elizabethan collar which
can keep the dog from removing ban
dages. First aid supplies for the home
are listed. To test your basic knowl
edge, cases from real life emergen
cies are presented and the answers on
how to handle them are given.
The Appendix gives ''rules" on
preventing emergencies. Call your
veterinarian after you have given first
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